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Brain Quest Workbook: Grade 5 (Brain Quest Workbooks)
Get your child ready for pre-K in this giant workbook filled with activities and stickers from Scholastic Early Learners!
6th graders can reinforce what they learn in school with a workbook from Brain Quest. The book boasts 300 pages jam-packed with curriculum-based activities and exercises in every subject, with a focus on math and language
arts. Original full-color illustrations throughout give the book a bright, lively style that will appeal to older kids. It is engaging, user-friendly, and written to make schoolwork fun. Sixth graders will delve into research and
analysis, metaphor and meaning, ratios and proportions, expressions and equations, and geometry. The workbook covers spelling and vocabulary, writing, social studies, science, and more. Written in consultation with the
Brain Quest Advisory Panel of award-winning teachers specific to each grade level, and with all content aligned with Common Core standards. Plus fun stuff: Each workbook comes with a mini-deck with 100 all-new Brain Quest
questions and answers.
Introducing an essential addition to the 5-million-copy bestselling Brain Quest Workbook series! 5th graders can reinforce what they learn in school with a workbook from Brain Quest. The book boasts 300 pages jam-packed
with curriculum-based activities and exercises in every subject, with a focus on math and language arts. Original full-color illustrations throughout give the book a bright, lively style that will appeal to older kids. It is engaging,
user-friendly, and written to make schoolwork fun. Fifth graders will enhance their skills in reading comprehension, multiplication and division, fractions and decimals, algebraic thinking, and probability and data. The workbook
covers spelling and vocabulary, writing, social studies, science, and more. Written in consultation with the Brain Quest Advisory Panel of award-winning teachers specific to each grade level, and with all content aligned with
Common Core standards. Plus fun stuff: Each workbook comes with a mini-deck with 100 all-new Brain Quest questions and answers.
Jam-packed with hundreds of curriculum-based activities, exercises and games in every subject, Brain Quest Grade 1 Workbook reinforces what kids are learning in the classroom. The workbook's lively layout and easy-tofollow explanations make learning fun, interactive, and concrete. Plus it's written to help parents follow and explain key concepts. Includes phonics, spelling, vocabulary, find the rhyme, addition, subtraction, skip counting,
time, money, maps, science, brain boxes, and much, much more.
Brain Quest Grade 1, revised 4th edition
Mastering Fifth Grade Skills
1000 Problems, Operations and Challenges : The Basics Plus Deck One
Brain Quest Grade 2 Reading
Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 2 & 3
Brain Quest: Grade 6
From writer Bridget Heos and illustrator T. L. McBeth, Triceratopposite is the delightful follow–up to Stegothesaurus, featuring a little dinosaur who always says and does the opposite of what his parents want him to do...
Workbook is "jam-packed with activities based on parts of speech, writing, reading, word problems, natural science, timelines, and more."--Back cover.
Stop summer slide, stay summer smart! From the creators of America’s #1 educational bestseller Brain Quest comes Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 1 & 2—a workbook, a game, and an outdoor adventure! It’s an interactive and personalized quest to keep
kids excited about learning all summer long between 1st and 2nd grades. Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 1 & 2 begins with a map that guides you through a workbook filled with activities based on reading comprehension, writing, addition and
subtraction, earth science, the seasons, telling time, and more! As you complete activities, you earn stickers to track your progress on the map. Jam-packed with curriculum-based exercises, bonus challenges, outside activities, over 150 stickers, a summer
reading list, and a Brain Quest mini deck, Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 1 & 2 covers the core concepts in English language arts, math, science, and social studies so kids keep essential skills sharp all summer.
With the help of Spectrum Algebra for grades 6 to 8, your child develops problem-solving math skills they can build on. This standards-based workbook focuses on middle school algebra concepts like equalities, inequalities, factors, fractions, proportions,
functions, and more. Middle school is known for its challenges—let Spectrum ease some stress. Developed by education experts, the Spectrum Middle School Math series strengthens the important home-to-school connection and prepares children for math
success. Filled with easy instructions and rigorous practice, Spectrum Algebra helps children soar in a standards-based classroom!
Disney Frozen 2 Magical Sticker Book
Grammar and Writing
Brain Quest For Threes
Giant Workbook
1st Grade Math
Get Ready for Pre-K

Brain Quest just keeps getting smarter! Brain Quest America has been thoroughly updated with fresh and appealing designs for the cards and revised content—that’s hundreds of brand-new
questions. Drawn from first-through sixth-grade curricula, the material aligns with state and national standards and is vetted by an award-winning teacher. Delving into notable events and
famous people, literature, laws, inventions, and more, Brain Quest America presents 850 questions and answers all about the U.S.A. Test your knowledge about a kite-flying scientist from
Philadelphia (Ben Franklin) and the “Land of 10,000 Lakes” (Minnesota). And which came first, the Post-it or the Band-Aid? Brain Quest proves it’s not just fun to be smart—it’s smart to be
smart.
It's O.K. to Be Math Smart! Ordinal numbers. Quotients, products and pattern puzzlers. It's the fundamentals of math and the pleasure of being a problem solver. Challenge yourself,
challenge your friends - challenge your parents! Because learning plus practice adds up to knowledge. HOW TO PLAY Pick your favorite subject category or play the whole card. Pencil and
paper are allowed, but give your brain a chance to do it all! Play with a partner, in teams or by yourself. Keep score or not - the choice is yours.
Brain Quest is beloved by kids, trusted by parents, used and recommended by teachers. It's the curriculum-based, fast-paced, question-and-answer game that challenges kids on the stuff they
need to know, when they need to know it. It's the brand that says “It's fun to be smart!” And it delivers. For the fourth edition every deck is thoroughly revised and includes 20 percent
new material. The content aligns with national and state standards and is overseen by the Brain Quest Advisory Board, a panel of award-winning educators, each a recent state teacher-of-theyear award winner or a recipient of the prestigious Milken Educator Award. The covers and cards have a refreshed design, giving Brain Quest a cooler, updated look.
While kids write notes to Santa Claus, / Sharks line up for Santa Jaws. / They tell him all their Christmas wishes. / Santa thinks they sound delicious! With bouncy, delightful rhymes,
Bridget Heos' Santa Jaws celebrates Christmas under the sea. Every year, Santa Jaws delivers presents to his fellow sharks, spreading cheer wherever he goes. Elfin sharks make toys, horn
sharks trim the Christmas kelp, and cookiecutter sharks make sure Santa doesn't go hungry. Get ready for a ride on Santa's sled (pulled, of course, by hammerheads) in this joyful holiday
tale!
Grade 3 - A Whole Year of Curriculum-Based Exercises and Activities in One Fun Book!
750 Questions and Answers to Challenge the Mind
A Whole Year of Curriculum-Based Exercises and Activities in One Fun Book!
The Big Fat Middle School Math Workbook
Grade 5
Brain Quest Grade 2, revised 4th edition
Stop summer slide, stay summer smart! From the creators of America’s #1 educational bestseller Brain Quest comes Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 4 & 5—a workbook, a game, and an outdoor adventure! It’s an interactive and personalized quest to keep kids excited
about learning all summer long between 4th and 5th grades. Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 4 & 5 begins with a map that guides you through a workbook filled with activities based on reading comprehension, research and informative writing, grammar, multiplication and
division, American history, and more. As you complete activities, you earn stickers to track your progress on the map. Jam-packed with curriculum-based exercises, bonus challenges, outside activities, over 150 stickers, a summer reading list, and a Brain Quest mini deck,
Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 4 & 5 covers the core concepts in English language arts, math, science, and social studies so kids keep essential skills sharp all summer.
Brain Quest is beloved by kids, trusted by parents, used and recommended by teachers. It’s the curriculum-based, fast-paced, question-and-answer game that challenges kids on the stuff they need to know, when they need to know it. It’s the brand that says “It’s fun to be
smart!” And it delivers. For the fourth edition every deck is thoroughly revised and includes 20 percent new material. The content aligns with national and state standards and is overseen by the Brain Quest Advisory Board, a panel of award-winning educators, each a recent
state teacher-of-the-year award winner or a recipient of the prestigious Milken Educator Award. The covers and cards have a refreshed design, giving Brain Quest a cooler, updated look.
DK's Frozen 2- Magical Sticker Book is the perfect companion to Disney's highly anticipated second installment in the Frozen franchise. With more than 100 stickers and stacks of fun facts, this is a must-have title for Disney movie fans or fans of the hugely popular
Frozenfranchise. Learn all about the characters in the latest exciting movie, and discover key locations and iconic moments. Directed by Chris Buck and Jennifer Lee, and produced by Peter Del Vecho, Walt Disney Animation Studios' feature-length follow-up to 2013's Oscar
-winning film Frozen is slated for theaters on November 22, 2019. Kristen Bell, Josh Gad, Idina Menzel and Jonathan Groff are reprising their roles in an all-new story. Why was Elsa born with magical powers? The answer is calling her and threatening her kingdom. Together
with Anna, Kristoff, Olaf and Sven, she'll set out on a dangerous but remarkable journey. In Frozen, Elsa feared her powers were too much for the world. In Frozen 2 she must hope they are enough.
When Baby Billy is born with a mustache, his family takes it in stride. They are reassured when he nobly saves the day in imaginary-play sessions as a cowboy or cop and his mustache looks good-guy great. But as time passes, their worst fears are confirmed when little Billy’s
mustache starts to curl up at the ends in a suspiciously villainous fashion. Sure enough, “Billy’s disreputable mustache led him into a life of dreadful crime.” Plenty of tongue-in-cheek humor and cartoonish illustrations make this the perfect baby-shower gift for a mustachioed
father-to-be.
Brain Quest Workbook: Grade 6
Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 1 & 2
Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 4 & 5
Brain Quest Workbook: Kindergarten
5
300 Questions and Answers to Get a Smart Start: Ages 3-4
Something NEW for Big Fat Notebook middle school fans: a write-in workbook for practicing and perfecting the concepts a student is learning in middle school math class.
Workbook is "jam-packed with activities based on reading comprehension, writing opinions, ancient history, fractions, exponents, climate, and more."--Back cover.
Stop summer slide, stay summer smart! From the creators of America s #1 educational bestseller Brain Quest comes Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades K & 1̶a workbook, a game, and an outdoor adventure! It s an interactive and personalized quest to keep kids
excited about learning all summer long between Kindergarten and 1st grade. Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades K & 1 begins with a map that guides kids through a workbook filled with activities based on phonics, reading, writing, counting, shapes, seasons, habitats, map
skills, and more! As you complete activities, you earn stickers to track your progress on the map. Jam-packed with curriculum-based exercises, bonus challenges, outside activities, over 150 stickers, a summer reading list, and a Brain Quest mini deck, Summer Brain Quest:
Between Grades K & 1 covers the core concepts in English language arts, math, science, and social studies so kids keep essential skills sharp all summer.
"A whole year of curriculum-based exercises and activities in one fun book!"--Cover.
Stegothesaurus
Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 3 & 4
Brain Quest Workbook: Grade 5
Grade 4 - A Whole Year of Curriculum-Based Exercises and Activities in One Fun Book!
Brain Quest Grade 5
1,000 Questions and Answers to Challenge the Mind
New York Times bestselling authors Dr. Daniel Amen and Tana Amen are ready to lead you to victory...The Brain Warrior’s Way is your arsenal to win the fight to live a better life. The Amens will guide you through the process, and give you the tools to take control. So if you’re
serious about your health, either out of desire or necessity, it’s time to arm yourself and head into battle. When trying to live a healthy lifestyle, every day can feel like a battle. Forces are destroying our bodies and our minds. The standard American diet we consume is making us
sick; we are constantly bombarded by a fear-mongering news media; and we’re hypnotized by technical gadgets that keep us from our loved ones. Even our own genes can seem like they’re out to get us. But you can win the war. You can live your life to the fullest, be your best,
and feel your greatest, and the key to victory rests between your ears. Your brain runs your life. When it works right, your body works right, and your decisions tend to be thoughtful and goal directed. Bad choices, however, can lead to a myriad of problems in your body. Studies
have shown that your habits turn on or off certain genes that make illness and early death more or less likely. But you can master your brain and body for the rest of your life with a scientifically-designed program: the Brain Warrior’s Way. Master your brain and body for the rest
of your life. This is not a program to lose 10 pounds, even though you will do that—and lose much more if needed. You can also prevent Alzheimer’s, reverse aging, and improve your: -Overall health -Focus -Memory -Energy -Work -Mood Stability -Flexibility -Inner Peace
-Relationships The Amens have helped tens of thousands of clients over thirty years, and now they can help you. It is time to live a better life—right now!
Stop summer slide, stay summer smart! From the creators of America’s #1 educational bestseller Brain Quest comes Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 2 & 3—a workbook, a game, and an outdoor adventure! It’s an interactive and personalized quest to keep kids excited
about learning all summer long between 2nd and 3rd grades. Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 2 & 3 begins with a map that guides you through a workbook filled with activities based on adjectives versus adverbs, reading comprehension, writing opinions, word problems,
place value, measurement, map skills, and more! As you complete activities, you earn stickers to track your progress on the map. Jam-packed with curriculum-based exercises, bonus challenges, outside activities, over 150 stickers, a summer reading list, and a Brain Quest mini
deck, Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades 2 & 3 covers the core concepts in English language arts, math, science, and social studies so kids keep essential skills sharp all summer.
Stegothesaurus has little in common with his fellow dinosaurs until he meets an allosaurus that seems as hungry for synonyms as he is.
Now first- and second-graders can really sharpen their skills. Announcing Brain Quest Math and Brain Quest Reading, a natural extension of Brain Quest into single-subject tutorials. Using the same curriculum-based, question-and-answer format that has made Brain Quest
America's #1 educational bestseller with over 16 million copies in print, Math and Reading concentrate on the two subjects that are of paramount importance for parents, teachers, and especially the kids. Math is as focused as flash cards, but with far more range, interactivity,
and educational value. Each grade comprises two decks. 1st Grade has five questions to a card, covering Numeration, or the basics of numbers; Bits & Pieces, including shapes and equivalents; Computation-addition and subtraction; Measurements; and Problem-Solving. 2nd
Grade, with seven questions to a card, adds two new categories to the original five-Super Computation, which has more complicated operations, and Fun with Numbers. Reading takes a thorough approach to working on the fundamentals of reading and language arts. First
comes an original one-page story illustrated in full-color, with 56 stories per grade. Following the story card is a comprehension card, quizzing the reader about the story, its characters, and content. Following that card is a second question card-five questions for 1st Grade,
seven for 2nd Grade-on Grammar, Word Choice, Phonics, Vocabulary, Extensions, and Mixed Bag. A strong foundation in math, a strong foundation in reading-that's what elementary education is all about. Making it fun to learn is what Brain Quest is all about-that, and
reinforcing the idea that It's O.K. to Be Smart!
Mustache Baby
Writing
Brain Quest Workbook: Grade 1
56 Stories with Questions and Answers
Diary of a Not Yet Mighty Oak
Brain Quest Grade 7

Jam-packed with hundreds of curriculum-based activities, exercises and games in every subject, Brain Quest Grade 4 Workbook reinforces what kids are learning in the classroom. The workbook's lively layout and easy-to-follow explanations make
learning fun, interactive, and concrete. Plus it's written to help parents follow and explain key concepts. Includes language arts, word searches and crosswords, idea clusters, multiplication and division, story problems, geometry, graphs, time lines,
Brain Boxes, and much more.
Jam-packed with hundreds of curriculum-based activities, exercises and games in every subject, Brain Quest Grade 2 Workbook reinforces what kids are learning in the classroom. The workbook's lively layout and easy-to-follow explanations make
learning fun, interactive, and concrete. Plus it's written to help parents follow and explain key concepts. Includes phonics, how to build a sentence, story starters, addition and subtraction, first fractions, tic tac total, time, geography, science, Brain
Boxes, and much, much more.
Brain Quest is beloved by kids, trusted by parents, used and recommended by teachers. It's the curriculum-based, fast-paced, question-and-answer game that challenges kids on the stuff they need to know, when they need to know it. It's the brand
that says "It's fun to be smart!" And it delivers. For the fourth edition every deck is thoroughly revised and includes 20 percent new material. The content aligns with national and state standards and is overseen by the Brain Quest Advisory Board, a
panel of award-winning educators, each a recent state teacher-of-the-year award winner or a recipient of the prestigious Milken Educator Award. The covers and cards have a refreshed design, giving Brain Quest a cooler, updated look.
Jam-packed with hundreds of curriculum-based activities, exercises and games in every subject, Brain Quest Grade 3 Workbook reinforces what kids are learning in the classroom. The workbook's lively layout and easy-to-follow explanations make
learning fun, interactive, and concrete. Plus it's written to help parents follow and explain key concepts. Includes spelling and vocabulary, parts of speech, reading comprehension, odds and evens, magic squares, multiplication tables, Brain Boxes,
and much more.
Ignite Your Energy and Focus, Attack Illness and Aging, Transform Pain into Purpose
Summer Brain Quest: Between Grades K & 1
600 Math Practice Exercises
1,500 Questions and Answers to Challenge the Mind
My First Brain Quest
Brain Quest 2nd Grade Math
This adorable picture book illustrates the life of a tiny acorn growing up to be a tall oak tree. A wonderful introduction to nonfiction for curious, nature-loving kids! Hello, world! This little acorn is
so excited to grow! Told in the diary entries of an acorn, this picture book follows a young acorn and its long life as an oak tree, from being buried by a squirrel to towering over other trees. The text
communicates the basic science simply and with humor, and the illustrations up the fun factor! Parents will love the sweet story and charming illustrations, and teachers and librarians will love the extra
resources at the back.
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The Force is strong with this series! Introducing a line of workbooks that marries the iconic popularity of Star Wars with the unique mix of editorial quality, fun presentation, and rigorous educational
standards that Workman applied to the BRAIN QUEST Workbooks. Twelve titles launch the seriesÑthree each for Pre-K through 2nd GradeÑand dig deep into core subjects, including numbers, ABCs, phonics, and
reading readiness for younger grades, and math, reading, and writing for the older ones. The material, which aligns with national Common Core State Standards, is designed to reinforce essential concepts
and lessons taught in schools. Any child, not just fans of Star WarsÑbut yes, those fans will be especially delighted (as will reluctant learners)Ñwill love the ÒAÓ is for Anakin approach to phonics. Kids
will practice learning numbers by counting and circling X-wing starfighters and clone troopers. Master place values by sorting groups of Wookiees. There are math problemsÑYoda is holding 7 lightsabers. 5
of the lightsabers are blue. The rest are green. How many green lightsabers is he holding? And Language ArtsÑCircle the correct homophone in this sentence: Luke is a Jedi knight/night. Featuring favorite
characters like Luke Skywalker, Queen Amidala, Yoda, and Obi-Wan Kenobi, and other creatures, monsters, Jedi, and Sith, the workbooks are filled with thousands of original illustrations drawing from all
six Star Wars movies and the expanded Star Wars universe. Learn well, you will.
Jam-packed with hundreds of curriculum-based activities, exercises and games in every subject, Brain Quest Kindergarten Workbook reinforces what kids are learning in the classroom. The workbook's lively
layout and easy-to-follow explanations make learning fun, interactive, and concrete. Plus it's written to help parents follow and explain key concepts. Includes ABCs, 123s, mazes, “paint by letters,”
sorting games, phonics, shapes and colors, money, telling time, and much, much more.
Hone your reading skills with a fun story deck and Q&A! Sharpen your skills while you play! Here are 56 accessible, entertaining, illustrated stories designed just for 2nd graders—a biography about
astronaut Sally Ride, a letter to a congresswoman, a scientific article about fossils, a story about life on a big ranch. Following each story card is a reading comprehension card with lively questions
about content, character, and more. And then comes a card with questions on grammar, phonics, word choice, and other ELA topics. Brain Quest Reading Grade 2 is an excellent way for kids to hone their
skills and become accomplished, enthusiastic readers - all in the form of a fun game to play with a friend, a parent, or by yourself. Vetted by a panel of America’s highest award-winning teachers, and
embraced by kids and parents because it flat-out works, Brain Quest opens a world of information and education with its fast-paced question-and-answer format, bright full-color illustrations, and lively
attitude.
Brain Quest 3rd Grade Math
Santa Jaws
Spectrum Algebra
Triceratopposite
The Brain Warrior's Way
Brain Quest America
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